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MESSAGE

The Supreme Court Advocates on Record Association
(SCAORA) had come into existence about three decades back in
order to promote the professional interests of a distinct class of
advocates exclusive to the highest court in the Country. One of the
aims and objectives of the Association was to “promote
dissemination of information on legal subjects by lectures,
discussions, and publications of books and journals.”
This apart, the objectives also envisaged an ‘association’
which would

promote and protect the status of the Advocates

practicing as Advocates-on-record in the Supreme Court of India
and further to take action for promotion and improvement in law
and its administration of justice. Needless to say, expression of opinion and ability to ponder the iner
nuances of law by way of publication of scholarly articles is one of the best ways to expand the horizon
of law. The advocates indulgence in juristic writings has led to many innovative arguments that have
later developed into path breaking judgments.
However, years after the inception of the SCAORA, the Association has been bereft of a journal
of its own. As often quoted, it is better late than never, the SCAORA with immense pride has ventured
with the publication of this E- Journal in order to ful ill one of its prime and sought for objectives. The
quarterly Journal shall receive Articles and Write ups on rolling basis and thus provide a platform to
several legal luminaries, academics, Judges and advocates in their scholastic pursuit.
As the president of this illustrious Association, I ind the release of this Journal a momentous
step in the history of SCOARA and wish it the very best in its journey of contributing wealth of
knowledge and ideas in the ever expansive ield of law. Before winding up, I must congratulate the
Editorial Team and the esteemed members of the Bar who ensured that the Journal sees the light of
the day.
Wishing it success and reputation,
Shivaji M. Jadhav
President, SCAORA
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MESSAGE

Dear Readers,
It gives me immense pleasure to announce that Supreme Court
Advocates-on-Record Association is publishing its irst E-Journal to
be released by the Hon’ble Chief Justice of India and in the august
presence of His Excellency the Hon’ble Rashtrapatiji on 1st of
September, 2018 at Vigyan Bhawan.
Immediately, after taking over the present Executive
Committee is striving to deliver its best to resolve various problems
faced by all the practising lawyers of the Apex Court. Our Executive
Committee comprises of experienced AORs to young, vibrant and
dynamic representatives from the bar who are passionately
committed to provide excellence to the lawyers’ community as a
whole. It is a constant endeavour of our Executives to provide
workable solutions to day to day problems faced by the practising
lawyers. Our EC is committed to place SCAORA to an altitude which has not been achieved ever before.
Their hardwork, passion and sincerity is consolidating SCAORA’s position irmly in the entire legal
ield.
An exemplary work done by the EC of SCAORA was in imparting quality legal education to the
young aspirants of the AOR Examination by the seniormost Ho’ble Judges of this Court as well as by
the leading practioners at the bar. It was a process of sharing and transmitting knowledge by the
experienced legal stalwarts to the young minds of the bar. The above eﬀort was widely acknowledged
and acclaimed by various distinguished members of our bar.
Another, challenging task was to provide free Medical Insurance to the members of the bar.
The said objective has been achieved with the sel less and wholehearted co-operation and generous
contributions by the leading senior members of the bar.
The concept of E-Journal has been initiated solely with the object to nurture legal acumen,
creativity and dissemination of information and knowledge to the legal fraternity and also to provide
for a platform for people who desires to be designated at some point of time.
Our entire EC has taken the pledge to bring more and more welfare schemes for the lawyers
for their betterment and constant upliftment.
I sincerely thank the Editorial Board and E-Journal Team and wish them good luck. I also
thank our entire EC for their constant support and encouragement at all times.
Best Regards.
Snehasish Mukherjee
Hony. Secretary
SCAORA.
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PREFACE

SCAORA e-Journal is a bright and much needed initiative by
the Executive Committee of the Supreme Court Advocates on
Record Association. It contains articles on legal subjects written by
Advocates on Record, Senior Advocates and Advocates, primarily
practising in Supreme Court. The e-Journal shall be published
quarterly.
The main idea behind the publication of e-Journal is to
provide a stable and recognised platform to Advocates interested in
writing articles, however, they are discouraged due to nonavailability or non-access to recognised publishers. With the
publication of e-Journal, we believe that Advocates would be
encouraged to pen down Articles. The Committee has decided to keep a word limit for each article so
as to keep the articles interesting, crisp and to the point. It has been decided that one Featured Article
with higher word limit shall be published in each edition of e-Journal.
The e-Journal contains articles approved by the Editorial Board only and the Executive
Committee of SCAORA or the e-Journal Team has no say in the same. The Editorial Board has been duly
selected by the active participation of each Member of the Executive Committee of SCAORA. The
Editorial Board is being advised by two very competent Senior Advocates of Supreme Court of India.
The primary tasks of Editorial Board are to provide quality to the e-Journal and to educate and
encourage Advocates for writing.
I wish the very best to all my Seniors, Sisters, Brothers and Friends at the Bar and request to
write good, informative and well researched Articles to bring success to the benign eﬀorts of SCAORA
Executive Committee.
Vivek Narayan Sharma
Convenor
SCAORA e-Journal
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Introduction

Strength of any nation is directly proportionate to the
integrity of the institutions in the nation and inter-institutional
bonding. As the world has moved into 4th industrial revolution
economy and we into 4th dimension, in a webbed world, the
dominant role of institutions in national building, will also depend
on the speed at which the institutions can adopt to the evolving
technologies and changes. The institution of Supreme Court
Advocate on Records creates the most powerful institutional web
around it. It stands in the center of the Common-man and State
Governments (legislatures and bureaucrats) as litigants, Advocates
from High Courts all over the country as associates, Registry of
Supreme Court as processing division, Senior Advocate as advisors and leaders and Judges of
Supreme Court as teachers and mentors and is, therefore, the most resourceful fulcrum of truth and
justice for all.
No other institution has silently observed, diligently supported and magni icently contributed
in the power and passions, creativity and glory, fumes and fury, extraordinary and path-breaking
accomplishments of the greatest institution in the largest democracy in the world, than the Advocate
on Record since 1954 in about 2 million petitions/ appeals iled during that period. The institution of
Advocate on Records has a unique position as it has been establishment by Supreme Court under the
Supreme Court Rules and has the potentialities and where-with-all to churn out the greatest judges,
senior advocates and partners of law irms, for their experience as Advocate on Record, makes them
amenable to concurrently and simultaneously play multiple roles in the annals of judiciary.
Bringing out of SCAORA Journal is one of the glorious and celebrated moment, in the history of
this institution spreading over a period of 64 years to enable SCAORA members and other Advocates
to clearly, irmly, objectively and quantitatively pen their readings, understanding, analysis and
thoughts on issues with which they are associated with or have important bearing on the issues to be
determined by Supreme Court.
SCAORA Journal will help them to expand their own horizons and also provide meaningful
material to help the challenges of transformation that is aﬀecting us all and help in irmly establishing
the rule of law.
Aruneshwar Gupta
Editor-in-Chief
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Editorial

The Supreme Court Advocates-on-Record Association
(SCAORA) is launching a SCAORA E-Journal in the irst 'SCAORA All
India Conference 2018'. The Conference is being inaugurated by His
Excellency the Hon'ble President of India and being presided over
by the Hon'ble Chief Justice of India on 1 September 2018 at the
Plenary Hall, Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi.
SCAORA is thus beginning a new journey by publishing a
journal which would be a window for its esteemed members, past
and present, non-AORs, academics, retired Hon'ble Judges to pen
their original thoughts and well-researched articles on legal
subjects and decisions rendered by courts. A limited number of
hard copies of the irst issue of the SCAORA E-Journal are being
printed.However, all subsequent issues will be in soft-copy format
only.
Any journal should be planned out and should contain articles researched particularly in unexplored
areas. SCAORA endeavours to enrich the law by original literature on various legal subjects and
eﬀorts should be made to make sustainable contributions towards expanding the horizons of law.
This irst edition of the Journal was prepared in an extremely short notice and accordingly, there is
tremendous scope to improve the quality of the articles in the Journal.
SCAORA is thankful for the overwhelming response from the legal community for the irst
edition of this Journal which also validates SCAORA's decision to launch a journal. We look forward to
thelegal profession for their skills and expertise for writing such articles which should be the
hallmark of quality and high standards so that this Journal in future shall be diﬀerent from others and
stand out prestigiously setting new heights for other journals. We, therefore, look forward to the legal
community's continued support by contributing to this Journal.
SCAORA expresses its deep gratitude to His Excellency the Hon'ble President of India for inaugurating
the irst SCAORA All India Conference and to the Hon'ble Chief Justice of India for presiding over the
function at which the irst edition of the SCAORA E-Journal is being launched.
Thank you to the Editorial Board of SCAORA for the able assistance given to the Editors.
Debashis Khettry
Editor
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Constitutional Law

Substantive Due Process:
A brief look at the doctrine in the United States and India
Anitha Shenoy,
Advocate, Supreme Court of India
Evolution of the doctrine in the United States
In the United States, due process clauses are understood to protect procedural rights (for
example the right to notice or the opportunity for a hearing), as well as encompass substantive
protections. The existing scholarship on the issue has also pointed out the dif iculty in making water-tight
distinctions between substance and procedure.
To provide an illustration, a law that requires a person to be put to death or be imprisoned
without any trial, or without any opportunity to defend himself in a court of law, would violate procedural
due process, as it takes away procedural guarantees of fairness. However, a law that makes stopping to
smell lowers in the spring a crime, could be tested on its very substance.
In the 1890’s the Supreme Court of the United States (the “SCOTUS”) held that the due process
clauses in the Supreme Court Constitution required that deprivations of life, liberty or property be
‘substantively reasonable’, in other words, that they be supported by some legitimate justi ication. At its
outset, the evolution of the doctrine of substantive due process in the United States took place in the
context of decisions related to economic rights. The decision of the SCOTUS in the case of Lochner vs. New
York was perhaps the most iconic of the decisions in the irst phase of the evolution of the doctrine. In this
case a majority of ive judges of the SCOTUS held that a law requiring that the hours kept by a bakery
employee had to be under 10 hours a day (and under 60 hours a week) violated the due process clause in
the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution of the United States, which in their view contained a right
of freedom of contract. However, in the 1930s, with fresh appointment of judges, a more deferential
standard of review was applied and the irst phase of the doctrine ‘met its death’.
Thereafter, in the case of Griswold vs. Connecticut and subsequent cases, the doctrine was
revived in the context of decisions pertaining to the right to privacy , which did not have a textual basis in
the United States Constitution and was an unenumerated fundamental right.
In the Griswold line of cases, falls the decision of Roe vs. Wade which has spawned a remarkably
enduring and controversial legal and political legacy. In this case, the SCOTUS, in a majority opinion
written by Justice Harry A. Blackmunn held a Texas Law to be unconstitutional. This law made it a crime to
‘procure an abortion’ except ‘by medical advice for the purpose of saving the life of the mother.’ In arriving
at its decision the Court balanced the woman’s right to privacy with the interests of the State.
This has been a controversial decision not just because it deals with women’s access to
abortions, but also because of the SCOTUS’ treatment of the case. Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg in an article
in 1985 notes that:
“Roe, I believe, would have been more acceptable as a judicial decision if it had not gone beyond a
ruling on the extreme statute before the Court. The political process was moving in the early 1970s, not
swiftly enough for advocates of quick, complete change, but majoritarian institutions were listening and
acting. Heavy-handed judicial intervention was dif icult to justify and appears to have provoked, not
resolved, con lict.”
In the above words one can note the idea that substantive due process risks making courts the
arbiters of legislative wisdom. However, the strides made as a consequence of decisions in the Griswold
and Roe case, in granting constitutional protections to the right to acquire and use contraceptives, or to
women’s decisions to undergo an abortion, cannot be denied.
Substantive due process and Indian Jurisprudence
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The question naturally arises, whether, in reading due process requirements in the provisions
of Article 21 of the Constitution of India, the doctrine of substantive due process has also found its way
into the Supreme Court of India’s jurisprudence.
It is well known that the ‘due process clause’ in the draft Indian Constitution was deleted and
replaced with the phrase ‘procedure established by law’ after a meeting between Shri B.N. Rau and
Justice Felix Frankfurther.
Though this change was opposed, ultimately the phrase stood deleted from the Constitution of
India. The doctrine of due process was then famously reintroduced by the Supreme Court of India in
Maneka Gandhi vs. Union of India where the Court held that the procedure established by law has to
be ‘fair, just and reasonable, not fanciful, oppressive or arbitrary.’
Subsequent decisions of the Supreme Court of India involved the Court considering
challenges, not merely because the procedure established by the law violated Article 21 of the Indian
Constitution, but because the substance of the law itself was amenable to challenge.
The Supreme Court in Mohd. Arif vs. Registrar, Supreme Court of India noted the development
of the Court’s due process jurisprudence and held that:
“28. Close on the heels of Maneka Gandhi case came Mithu v. State of Punjab….
The wheel has turned full circle. Substantive due process is now to be applied to the
fundamental right to life and liberty.”
The Supreme Court in the cases of State of A.P. vs. McDowell & Co. ,, as well as Rajbala vs. State
of Haryana , expressed its reservations about importing the doctrine of substantive due process into
India. In McDowell’s case (supra) the Court noted that “even in USA, these concepts and in particular
the concept of substantive due process have proved to be of unending controversy, the latest thinking
tending towards a severe curtailment of this ground (substantive due process). The main criticism
against the ground of substantive due process being that it seeks to set up the courts as arbiters of the
wisdom of the legislature in enacting the particular piece of legislation.”
The evolution and applicability of the doctrine of substantive due process, in India, has been
dealt with at length by the Supreme Court of India in the right to privacy’ judgment , where the Court
observed that:
“295. Above all, it must be recognised that judicial review is a powerful guarantee against
legislative encroachments on life and personal liberty. To cede this right would dilute the importance
of the protection granted to life and personal liberty by the Constitution. Hence, while judicial review
in constitutional challenges to the validity of legislation is exercised with a conscious regard for the
presumption of constitutionality and for the separation of powers between the legislative, executive
and judicial institutions, the constitutional power which is vested in the Court must be retained as a
vibrant means of protecting the lives and freedoms of individuals.
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Constitutional Law
Right to Privacy versus Freedom of Speech: The Ultimate Balancing Act by UK Courts
Anuradha Arputham
Advocate, Supreme Court of India
The debate between the importance of Article 8 (Right to Privacy) and Article 10 (Freedom of
Expression) of the European Convention of Human Rights has been a subject of numerous litigations
with the courts in UK attempting to strike a balance between these two possibly competing rights.
This is because an individual's right to privacy can con lict with the freedom of expression available
with a media house and in these cases, the court has to examine whether an individual's right to
privacy can be curtailed or compromised for the broader freedom of expression.
A landmark decision of the UK Supreme Court on this issue is PJS vs. News Group Newspapers Ltd,
wherein PJS had sought an injunction against News Group Newspapers i.e. the publishers of The Sun
newspaper, for publication of an alleged extra-marital incident between PJS and others. Even though
PJS was granted the injunction by the Court of Appeal, the information was released on the internet in
other countries and in this light, News Group Newspapers wanted the right to publish the information
in their newspaper since it was already in the public domain. This prayer was allowed by the Court of
Appeal but on appeal to the UK Supreme Court by PJS, the injunction was restored.
By a majority of 4:1, the UK Supreme Court held that neither Article 10 nor Article 8 is given greater
importance by the Court. Rather, the Court has to examine the comparative rights being claimed in
each case and in light thereof, adjudicate on whether an injunction is made out or not. The Court
observed that the publication of private sexual encounters involving in idelity have limited public
interest and prima facie would amount to invasion of an individual's privacy. It is important to note
that the Court also considered the importance of the right to family life and the impact that such a
publication would have on the psyche of children and therefore, it is important that the publication
has a paramount public importance. Therefore, the majority of the judges concluded that an interim
junction is appropriate in the present case keeping in mind the various facts and circumstances
involved and that the publication would serve no paramount public interest while at the same time
violating the right of privacy of the individuals concerned.
This decision of the UK Supreme Court once again brought the debate between the freedom of
expression and the right to privacy to the forefront. It is important to remember that the right to
privacy has origins in the common law as it is essentially a creation of judge made law rather than the
statute.
The courts in the UK have developed a two-stage test for protecting the right to privacy. In McKennitt
vs. Ash, with respect to the protection for the right to privacy, the Court held that the factors to be
considered are “First, is the information private in the sense that it is in principle protected by Article 8?
If “no”, that is the end of the case. If “yes”, the second question arises: in all the circumstances, must the
interest of the owner of the private information yield to the right of freedom of expression conferred on
the publisher by Article 10?”
The Court has held in Murray vs. Express Newspapers that the irst step of determining the reasonable
expectation of privacy is an objective one and the Court has to view it from the point of view of an
ordinary person keeping in mind the nature of the activity, its eﬀect on the claimant, the purpose of
the intrusion in private aﬀairs, the manner in which the information was obtained by the publisher
etc. The examination of all these factors have to be taken in a holistic manner and the reasonable
expectation of privacy ultimately depends on the facts and circumstances of each case.
It is only if the Courts conclude that the claimant has a reasonable expectation of privacy that the issue
of balancing this right with the publisher's freedom of expression comes into question. In numerous
judgments, the courts have held that neither of these two competing rights have precedence over one
another and ultimately, the court has to examine the importance of each of these rights in the facts and
circumstances of that case. Therefore, the court will balance the rights of the public and the publisher
14
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with the rights of the individual whose life will possibly be aﬀected by such a publication. In this
regard, it is important to note the landmark decision of the European Court of Human Rights in Von
Hannover vs. Germany, wherein the Court drew a distinction between the publication of facts which
would contribute to the debate in a democratic society as opposed to exposing details of the private
life of a private person which has per se no public interest. In this case, the Court held that the
publication of photographs of Princess Caroline did not contribute to the general debate in society
and was only exposing her private life for the curiosity of a select group of readers.
In this balancing debate, the importance of raising matters of general public interest has also been
recognised by the courts in UK. Notably, in Campbell vs. Mirror Group Newspapers while balancing the
right to privacy with the freedom of expression, the Court held that “The political and social life of the
community, and the intellectual, artistic or personal development of individuals, are not obviously
assisted by pouring over the intimate details of a fashion model's private life.” The importance of the
public interest defence was also highlighted in the case of HRH the Prince of Wales vs. Associated
Newspapers, wherein the Court was dealing with the unauthorised publication of the private travel
journals of the claimant which the publisher had received in con idence. Therefore, the Court held
that the issue is not merely whether the information is of public interest but whether it is such that the
duty of con idence can also be breached.
This balancing by the Courts takes special signi icance when the rights and freedoms of the press
become involved. Notably, in Mosley vs. News Group Newspapers Ltd., the Court dealt with a peculiar
situation where the defendants had published private details of Mr. Max Mosley, who was the head of
the Formula One and for which he sued the newspaper. The defendants argued that Mr. Mosley is a
public igure as the head of Formula One and is a public igure generating mass interest. However, the
Court refused to accept this contention and held that the act was of a private nature and there was no
element of illegality involved. Consequently, the Court awarded damages of 60,000 pounds to Mr.
Mosley. The Mosley judgment is important because it highlights the constant battle between the
media and public igures in this era of constant digital transformation and the consequent redrawing
of boundaries of what is private and what is public. It is important to note that privacy is dif icult to
maintain in this digital age and often the injunctions granted by the courts in UK against UK based
media houses are nulli ied by the same information being published abroad, which is still accessed by
UK residents through various online sources. Furthermore, media houses have raised the debate as
not one between freedom of expression versus privacy, but rather one of the freedom of press versus
the State's attempt to control it.
In conclusion, it is clear that the courts have attempted to strike a balance between the rights of the
individual to protect his privacy and that of the society in permitting and promoting the freedom of
expression. It is the weighing of these often competing interests that have enabled the courts to
examine the broader facts and circumstances of each case and in many cases requiring an element of
public interest to be proved before whittling away the individual's privacy. While this balancing is
peculiar to the facts of each case, general principles have been evolved through consistent judicial
pronouncements which have provided certain objective tests to be satis ied in order to interfere with
an individual's right to privacy. It is especially in regard to cases involving the freedom of the press
that the phrase “public interest” deserves special attention since what may be a matter of interest for
a media outlet, may not necessarily be of interest to an intellectual in society and vice versa.
Nonetheless, despite the diverse views on this sensitive yet important subject, it is dif icult to argue
that the courts have bent in favour of the individual. The approach taken by the courts in UK is to
examine the public interest involved in the publication and the bene it to the society and only on being
satis ied, have the courts gone ahead to breach the individual's right to privacy, thereby reinforcing
the importance of fundamental rights in any modern society. e court has to examine whether an
individual's right to privacy can be curtailed or compromised for the broader freedom of expression.
15
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Constitutional Law
Appointment to the Higher Judiciary
Vikas Singh
Senior Advocate, President, Supreme Court Bar Association
The appointment of judges to the High Courts and the Supreme Court of India is becoming a vexed
issue and immediate solution needs to be found so that the justice delivery system is not adversely
aﬀected. The Supreme Court of India by its judgment in Supreme Court Advocates-on-Record Assn.
vs. Union of India has assumed authority in regard to the appointment of judges and it has been held
that the recommendation of the collegium of the Supreme Court is inal in the matter. Having done so,
it is the duty of the collegiums both at the High Court level as well as in the Supreme Court to discharge
the said responsibility with due diligence so that the best amongst the available are appointed as
judges to the higher judiciary. That apart, the position in most of the High Courts in India is alarming
as many of them are functioning at half their strength.
In order to maintain the sanctity of the collegium system, the system needs to reinvent itself and come
out in a new avatar. One of the contentious issues in the present system is the manner in which the
collegium selects a particular name. The Government has been alleging that there is complete lack of
transparency as well as lack of objectivity in the system. To allay the said apprehensions, the system
requires a relook.
Suggestions Each collegium should prescribe certain essential quali ications for considering a name
for elevation. The criteria can be, namely, prescribing a particular age group in which lawyers are to be
considered for elevation, a minimum income for the particular High Court and it could be diﬀerent for
diﬀerent High Courts. Lastly, the number of minimum reported judgements that the candidate should
have for elevation.
Once these criteria are spelt out for diﬀerent High Courts, then a permanent secretariat should be
created at each High Court to scan all the names on the basis of the quali ications referred above
amongst lawyers practicing in the state as well as lawyers practicing in the Supreme Court from that
state. There are some outstanding lawyers practicing in the trial courts as well as practicing in the
tribunals and some of them working in law irms. It should be the endeavor of the collegium system to
ind out the best candidates and do an extensive exercise of searching into all possible names before
inalizing its recommendation. The contention that judges in the collegium should know a candidate
before making any recommendation for his elevation is retrograde as this may result in the members
of the collegium resorting to favouritism. Once the quali ications are spelt out then every lawyer
ful illing that quali ication should be considered for elevation irrespective of whether he appears in
the courts of the members of the collegium or not. Accordingly, distinguished members of the bar
practicing in the Supreme Court will get an equal opportunity for being elevated as judges of their
parent High Court.
Once such a master list is prepared, the permanent secretariat should seek opinion / comments on all
these names from two eminent senior advocates practicing in the relevant High Court nominated by
the collegiums of the High Court so as to obtain their views with regard to advisability of elevating
such persons from that list as judges of High Court. The said master list along with the views of the
senior advocates should then be placed before the collegiums for their consideration who should then
review all the names before making their recommendations for elevation.
This procedure will obviate any possibility of nepotism, favouritism and will bring in complete
transparency in the appointment of judges. It should also be provided in the guidelines for
appointment of judges that if a relation or direct junior of collegium member is being considered for
elevation then he or she should recuse and the next senior judge should be co-opted for the meeting of
the collegium.
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Constitutional Law
Discussion on Dr. Subhash Kashinath Mahajan vs. State of Maharashtra
Kumud Lata Das
Advocate, Supreme Court of India
During this Monsoon session, the Parliament of India introduced a bill to amend the Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribe (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989 (the SC / ST Act) and for overturning the Supreme
Court judgment in Dr. Subhash Kashinath Mahajan vs. State of Maharashtra . The Bill is a permanent
arrangement for ensuring that the provisions of SC/ST Act may not be diluted. The amended act will be
included in the Ninth Schedule of the Constitution of India and it will have the constitutional safeguard
under Article 31-B by immunizing it from judicial scrutiny. Although the proposed amendment is
projected as a long-term planning but as a matter of fact, it is based on short term decision.
Dr. Subhash Kashinath Mahajan, the appellant in the above-mentioned case at the relevant time was
serving as Director of Technical Education in the State of Maharashtra. Against him a case was registered
at City Police Station, Karad for the oﬀences punishable under Sections 3(1)(ix), 3(2)(vi) and 3(2)(vii) of
the SC/ST Act along with Sections 182, 192, 193, 203 and 219 read with 34 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860
(IPC). The complaint as extracted from the said judgment is:
“In the year 2009 I was working as store keeper in the Govt. Pharmacy College Karad, at that time I have
registered complaint to Karad City Police Station Cr. NO. 3122/09 u/s 3(1)9, 3(2)(7)6 of S.C. &
S.T.(Prevention of Atrocities) Act and the investigation was done by Shri Bharat Tangade, then D.Y.S.P.
Karad division Karad in the investigation 1) Satish Balkrushna Bhise, then Principal Pharmacy College
Karad, 2) Kishor Balkrishna Burade, then Professor, Pharmacy College Karad has been realized as accused
in the present crime. Investigation of icer collect suf icient evidence against both the accused, but both the
accused are from Govt. Technical Education department Class 1 Public Servant, so before iling charge
sheet against them he wrote the letter to the senior of ice of the accused u/s197 of Cr.P.C. to take the
permission at the relevant time Mr. Subhash Kashinath Mahajan was working as Incharge director of the
of ice. Today also he is working as same post. Mr. Mahajan does not belongs to S.C. & S.T. but he knew that I
belongs to S.C. and S.T. In fact both the accused involved in crime No. 3122/09 are working on class 1 post
and to ile a charge sheet against them the permission has to be taken according to Cr.P.C. Section 197. This
fact known to Shri Mahajan and Mr. Mahajan knew that this of ice did not have such right to give
permission. So Mr. Mahajan send letter to Mumbai Of ice. Infact to give the required permission or to
refuse the permission is not comes under the jurisdiction of incharge direction, Technical Education
Mumbai. But, Mr. Mahajan misused his powers so that, accused may be bene itted, he took the decision
and refused the permission to ile the charge sheet against the accused. So that, investigation of icer Shri
Bharat Tangade fails to submit the charge sheet against the both the accused, but he complain to submit ‘C’
summary report.”
The complainant/second respondent was earlier employed as a storekeeper in the Government College of
Pharmacy, Karad. He was later posted at Government Distance Education Institute, Pune. Dr. Satish Bhise
and Dr. Kishor Burade, who were his seniors (non-scheduled caste) made adverse entry in their annual
con idential report to the eﬀect that his integrity and character was not good. The complainant lodged FIR
with Karad Police Station against the said two of icers under the SC / ST Act on 4 January 2006. The
Investigating Of icer applied for sanction under Section 197 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973
(CrPC) against the accused to the Director of Technical Education on 21 December 2010. The sanction was
refused by the appellant on 20 January 2011. ‘C’ Summary Report was iled against accused Dr. Satish
Bhise and Dr. Kishor Burade which was not accepted by the court. The complainant thereafter lodged the
present FIR against Dr. Subhash Kashinath Mahajan/the appellant. According to the complainant, the
Director of Technical Education was not competent to grant / refuse sanction as the above two persons
were Class-I of icers and only the State Government could grant sanction. Thus, the appellant committed
the oﬀences alleged in the FIR dated 28 March 2016 by illegally dealing with the matter of sanction.
The question which arose before the Supreme Court was whether any unilateral allegation of mala ide
can be ground to prosecute of icers who dealt with the matter in of icial capacity and, if such allegation is
falsely made what is the protection available against such abuse. It was inter alia held by the Supreme
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Court:
“Needless to say that if the allegation is to be acted upon, the proceedings can result in arrest or
prosecution of the person and have serious consequences on his right to liberty even on a false complaint
which may not be intended by law meant for protection of a bona ide victim. The question is whether this
will be just and fair procedure under Article 21 of the Constitution of India or there can be procedural
safeguards so that provisions of Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act,
1989 are not abused for extraneous considerations.”
The Supreme Court issued directions which are prospective and read as follows:
“i) Proceedings in the present case are clear abuse of process of court and are quashed.
ii) There is no absolute bar against grant of anticipatory bail in cases under the Atrocities Act if no prima
facie case is made out or where on judicial scrutiny the complaint is found to be prima facie mala ide. We
approve the view taken and approach of the Gujarat High Court in Pankaj D Suthar (supra) and Dr. N.T.
Desai (supra) and clarify the judgments of this Court in Balothia (supra) and Manju Devi (supra);
iii) In view of acknowledged abuse of law of arrest in cases under the Atrocities Act, arrest of a public
servant can only be after approval of the appointing authority and of a non-public servant after approval
by the S.S.P. which may be granted in appropriate cases if considered necessary for reasons recorded. Such
reasons must be scrutinized by the Magistrate for permitting further detention.
iv) To avoid false implication of an innocent, a preliminary enquiry may be conducted by the DSP
concerned to ind out whether the allegations make out a case under the Atrocities Act and that the
allegations are not frivolous or motivated. v) Any violation of direction (iii) and (iv) will be actionable by
way of disciplinary action as well as contempt.”
While concluding, the Hon’ble Supreme Court held that cases under the SC/ST Act also fall in exceptional
category where preliminary inquiry must be held. Such inquiry must be time-bound and should not
exceed seven days in view of directions issued by the court in another case. In the absence of any other
independent oﬀence calling for arrest, in respect of oﬀences under the SC/ST Act, no arrest may be
eﬀected, if an accused person is a public servant, without written permission of the appointing authority
and if such a person is not a public servant, without written permission of the Senior Superintendent of
Police of the District. Such permissions must be granted for recorded reasons which must be served on the
person to be arrested and to the concerned court. As and when a person arrested is produced before the
Magistrate, the Magistrate must apply his mind to the reasons recorded and further detention should be
allowed only if the reasons recorded are found to be valid. To avoid false implication, before FIR is
registered, preliminary enquiry may be made whether the case falls in the parameters of the SC/ST Act
and is not frivolous or motivated.
This Supreme Court judgment is said to have caused much consternation across the country especially
among the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes by overreaching its limited mandate which was,
‘whether the appellant in the instant case deserved anticipatory bail or not?’ It was further reported that
the directions given in the judgment made it dif icult for a complaint to be registered. The judgment was
criticized for being based on the NCRB report cited with data showing that 75 percent of the cases resulted
in acquittal or withdrawal of charges and it created procedure unheard of in law to protect the privileged
and af lict the af licted. It called for an extrajudicial trial before the actual trial, even before a complaint
was registered and acted upon.
The Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment iled a review petition and even before its decision, the
Government apprehending that the review pleas may not bear immediate and favourable result, got the
ordinance drafted by the Law Ministry to overturn a Supreme Court verdict. The legislative enactment
necessitated due to judicial adventurism is for mitigating future dilutions in the SC / ST Act. The proposed
amendment by providing legal immunity foresees to make the law stable and unchangeable which is
against the constitutional spirit of it being a living organism, changing its shape and size according to the
prevailing social perspective.
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Jurisprudence-Judges’ Behaviour
Brief Analysis of the Leading Models of Judicial Behaviour
Debanshu Khettry
Advocate, Supreme Court of India
The study of the process of judicial decision-making, an oﬀshoot of political science, began in the 1960s. It
involves the examination of what makes judges behave the way they do. It studies in luencing factors other
than legal doctrines and precedents in judicial decision-making and involves empirical research through
various methods (predominantly of US Appellate Court decisions). Assumptions taken in such studies are
not necessarily explicitly stated. They are important in rationalizing the development of the law and assist
in assessing the quality of judging.
Amongst others , there are three leading models that provide an understanding of judicial decisionmaking. These are the legal; attitudinal and strategic. The legal model examines the extent to which judges
interpret the law as they should, to the best of their realization, whereas the attitudinal model professes
that judges decide based on their personal policy preferences while the strategic model theorises that
besides policy preferences, judges take into account the institutional factors within which they operate.
Proponents of each model claim to provide a holistic account of factors in luencing judicial thinking;
however gradually scholars have opined that none of the models are all-encompassing in their explanation
of judicial behaviour.
This article brie ly examines the leading models and assesses the extent to which they teach us about
judicial behaviour. It is submitted that each model is narrow in its perspective as they each represent a
standalone factor in judges’ decision-making. It is argued that judicial decision-making is a complex
process and the current research in the ield is in its nascent stages. An amalgamation of all the models is
required to gain a fuller understanding.
Conventionally, the legal model has been the foremost explanation of judicial behaviour wherein the judge
aims to interpret the law by applying a plain meaning of legal texts. This notion was challenged by the legal
realism movement during the 1960s which led to the development of the attitudinal model founded by
Glendon Schubert.
Advocates of the attitudinal model argue that although judges’ decisions are based on legal considerations,
the largest part of their decision is based on their personal policy preferences and beliefs. Goldman’s study
of 2,115 non-unanimous decisions of the US Courts of Appeal between 1965-71 provides evidence of a
strong correlation between the personal background characteristics of judges and how they decide. He
analysed the correlation between decision-making and background factors such as party af iliation, age,
religion, prior judicial experience, years on appeals court, prosecutorial experience and candidate
experience. Though the correlation was not as strong in factors like age, years on bench, religion and prior
experience, in cases relating to criminal procedure, labour, personal injury and politico-economic
liberalism, the study found a strong correlation in judges’ decisions and their party af iliation. Therefore, it
may be inferred that if one knew of a judge’s party af iliation, it was possible to calculate the likely decision
of the case. However, such studies rely exclusively on how an individual judge decides. This deduction
assumes that judges’ decisions are not aﬀected by institutional factors within which they function. For
instance, Goldman’s study concluded that judges with no prior experience are most likely to dissent
however; this may not be due to personal preference alone but could be due to institutional factors in a
particular jurisdiction. For instance, in the UK Supreme Court, customarily the junior-most judge opines
irst which could increase the chance of dissent as they do not have the advantage of going through their
senior’s opinion.
Schubert’s and Goldman’s research was succeeded by several studies throughout the 1970s and 1980s
indicating that judges’ decisions are a likely outcome of policy preferences. These studies however,
seemed too simplistic and required additional factors to be taken into consideration. This led to the
development of the strategic model. Supporters of this model claim that judges’ decisions are not based
solely on legal and personal considerations but are also in luenced by institutional factors and peer eﬀects
that could aﬀect the practicability of achieving their preferred outcome. Epstein and Knight empirically
rati ied this in their study of correspondence between US Supreme Court justices during the 1970s and
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1980s. The study is distinguished from Goldman’s work as he did not look into the composition of the
panel and how that could impact judicial behaviour. Examining landmark decisions of the US Supreme
Court, they found that in more than half the cases, judges changed their stance that did not re lect their
personal preferences. Thus, there is accord among scholars that attitudinal models may not be solely
relied upon.
In another research, Sunstein studied the composition of three judge panels in the Federal Court of
Appeals in District of Columbia, USA. He analysed the political alliance of judges and their voting
behaviour in relation to others in the panel in cases relating to sex discrimination (1995-2002), sexual
harassment (1995-2002), corporate wrongdoing (1995-2002), af irmative action (1980-2002), and
industry challenges to environmental regulations (1970-2002). It was found that panels with three judges
with the same political alliance were most likely to go to extremes. For instance, in cases relating to
industry challenges to environmental regulations, panels with three Republican appointees were most
likely to override a higher court interpretation of environmental regulations. He called this eﬀect,
ideological ampli ication. It was also found that when a Democrat-appointed judge sat in a panel with two
Republicans, he would act as a whistleblower and discourage the Republican judges from going to
extremes, leading to a dampening eﬀect. Sunstein found that this eﬀect in these particular types of cases
would prevent judges from making decisions inconsistent with the directions of the higher courts.
Sunstein’s research demonstrates that the composition of the panel, judges’ political alliances and their
interactions with others in the panel can sometimes have a strong correlation to the case outcome. It also
shows that judicial appointments (another institutional factor) can play a role in the outcome of a case.
However, Epstein and Knight’s and Sunstein’s studies are correlational and may not be suf icient on their
own. Since the results are based on the correspondence and interaction between judges, they could be
subjective. Moreover, they only show probabilities of their indings and one cannot be certain of them
without adopting more objective methods of research (such as case simulation).
The dominant models that guide judicial behaviour make an unstated assumption that all judges are
single-minded seekers of good legal policy. Baum argues that not all judges are Spock-like and being so
does not serve their self-interests substantially. He posits that the dominant models are not exhaustive in
their explanation of judicial behaviour and there are other considerations that guide judges such as career
goals, seeking leisure and approval of those who are important to them. Empirical evidence shows to an
extent that judges act strategically and they are swayed by good legal policy, but this does not prove that
these are the sole in luencing factors. Baum suggests there are external factors that in luence judges’
decisions such as the relationship with their audience, i.e. those whose esteem they care about. The
dominant models implicitly assume that judges ignore their audiences however, as judges are humans it is
natural for them to act in self-interest and be in luenced by their audience. Danziger provides evidence on
the need to include extraneous factors in judicial studies. He reviewed 1,112 parole rulings by 8
experienced Jewish-Israeli judges (two females) over a 10-month period and found that judges’ decisions
on parole were stricter when they were further away in time from food breaks.
Another assumption in judicial studies is that judges are humans and therefore their decision-making
process is in luenced by their human biases. Schauer argues that the models assume that judges act in the
same way as non-judges, although there is limited research with real judges that examines the impact of
legal training and the removal of human biases. Such assumptions articulate the constricted outlook of
dominant models. Knight suggests we must acknowledge the complexities in how judges decide and
intensify the research accordingly. Robbenholt critiques that although the existing models provide an
insight into judicial decision-making, it is a complex process and it may be too simplistic to
compartmentalise our understanding into one or more models.
In conclusion, the dominant models are not questionable in what they teach us. However, they are narrow
in their perspective as they depict judges as chasing a single goal. Judges resolve competing goals
depending on the kind of court and the amount of pressure they are in. There is a need to stretch
boundaries of this young science by combining various models to acquire a more robust understanding of
why judges do what they do.
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International Law
Refugees in India, Change of Outlook Required
Kunal Chatterji
Advocate, Supreme Court of India
The need for speci ic protection of refugees derives from the historic limitation of public international law,
where states, rather than individuals, were rights-holders. Moreover, it was well established by the 1950s
that, ‘as a matter of well-established international law and subject to its treaty obligations, a State has the
right to control the entry of non-nationals into its territory .’ This led to the 1951 Refugee Convention.
However, since the development of human rights law almost over 65 years approximately, together with
the development of the principle of non-discrimination and the principle against non-refoulement, has to
an extent illed the vacuum of protection that required the development of a refugee-speci ic rights regime
in 1951. Further, many countries like India have enacted a Human Rights Act domestically in accordance
with their international obligations.
The right of entry which is undoubtedly the most visible consequence of refugee law is, in fact,
fundamentally consequential in nature, and of a duration limited by the persistence of risk in the refugee’s
state of origin. It is no more than a necessary means to a human rights end.
In the United Kingdom (UK), the ield of refugee law is a sub-set of international human rights law, and the
lex specialis for a particular, vulnerable group of migrants. Domestically, the highest authorities in the UK
have also held that aliens are entitled not only to the equal protection of the law but to the protection of
equal law.
On the other hand, in countries like India, which do not have the capacity to control population entry due
to the fact that borders are porous, and governments lack the administrative, military or political
capabilities to enforce rules of entry, there have been resistance of such international legal principles.
Cross-border population movements in South Asia are regarded as issues that aﬀect internal security,
political stability, and international relations, not simply the structure and composition of the labour
market, or the provision of services to newcomers.
There is the possibility of a refugee low changing the linguistic or religious composition of the receiving
area within the country. Local anxieties are acute when there is a perceived threat of being culturally and /
or economically swamped.
For instance, in 1971, given the already substantial Bengali presence, some of the states in North-East
India (such as Meghalaya, Assam, and Tripura) were concerned that the in lux from Bangladesh would
result in the indigenous population becoming a minority in their own land, however, such an
apprehension has turned out to be incorrect, more so after the exercise in relation to the census of
National Register of Citizen pursuant to the directions of the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India.
Since its independence, India has always allowed refugees to be accommodated in its territory even
without their being accession to the 1951 Refugee Convention, thereby taking a more humanitarian
approach.
In 1981, when a signi icant number of refugees arrived from Afghanistan and Iran, the Government of
India allowed the presence of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in India,
which worked under the banner of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). The
relationship between the Government of India and the of ice of the UNHCR has also moved in a positive
direction since then for instance, the ‘ilham’ project, a catering service run by the Afghani refugee women
with help of UNHCR, India and its partners.
There has been greater cordial interaction and cooperation between Government of India and the UNHCR
leading to the drawing claim of India for its original place in the executive committee of UNHCR and any
faulty external aﬀairs policy in this regard will create further problem in India’s claim in the United
Nations Security Council. If India wants to become Member of the United Nations Security Council,
according to my view, it needs to play an important role in the administration of UNHCR, whether or not
being a party to the 1951 Refugee Convention and thus India must continue its cooperation with UNHCR
and allow the refugees in a systematic legal manner more so in view of the Convention for Child Rights,
1989.
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Legal Profession
Legal Profession and Advertisement: An Overview
P. S. Khurana
Advocate, Supreme Court of India
The democratic policy of India is based on the rule of law. In upholding the strong and independent judiciary
and maintaining the rule of law under the Constitution of India, the Parliament of India enacted the Advocates
Act, 1961 in place of the Legal Practitioner Act, 1879 and the Bar Council’s Act, 1946. The Advocates Act and the
Rules framed thereunder entrusted duties and responsibilities to the Advocates to assist the courts in the
justice delivery system.
The legal profession is a noble calling and an important part in the process of dispensing justice to all. Public
service is the primary aim of the profession and gaining a livelihood is incidental thereto. Law has traditionally
been viewed as an agency of public service, and not a business; to the extent that a lawyer is not allowed to
solicit work or advertised, directly or indirectly.
Rule 36 of the Bar Council of India Rules under Section (iv) (duty to colleagues) of Chapter II (Standards of
Professional Conduct and Etiquette) of Part IV which reads as follows: “An Advocate shall not solicit work or
advertise either directly or indirectly whether by circulars, advertisements, torts, personal communications,
interviews not warranted by personal relations, furnishing or inspiring newspaper comments or procuring
his photograph to be published in connection with cases in which he has been engaged or concerned.”
Thus, advertising in any form and shape by the advocates is considered unethical and contrary to the service
orientation of the legal profession. In Government Pleader vs. S.A. Pleader , the Bombay High Court held that
there is no doubt that it was unprofessional conduct on the part of a professional man such as an advocate to
advertise oneself.
The Legal profession in India has been setup on the basis of common law of the UK. The ban on advertisement
on the part of legal professionals is also a product of common law, however, this rule has been deleted from the
codes of most of the common law countries now, but it is still maintained in India with all force and vigour.
Justice Krishna Iyer has observed in one of his landmark judgments about the idea of advertising of legal
services as “The canon of ethics and propriety for the legal profession totally taboo conduct by way of
soliciting, advertising, scrambling and other obnoxious practices, subtle or clumsy, for betterment of legal
business. Law is not trade, briefs no merchandise and to the heaven of commercial competition or
procurement should not vulgarize the legal profession.”
The roots of this standard of rules, ethics and etiquettes are based on age old Victorian notions of English
Common Law. These regulations have been justi ied on the grounds of public policy and dignity of profession.
The Punjab and Haryana High Court also observed “An Advocate is an of icer of the Court and Legal Profession
is not a trade or business, rather it is a noble profession and advocates have to strive to secure justice for their
clients within legally permissible Limits.”
The other reasons put forth to support Rules 36 are that irstly, the quality of lawyer’s work is considered to be
suf icient to get him publicity, secondly, clients would then also run the risk of bearing with the fanciest media
coverage rather than to the most competent and experienced, a problem existing in our country where
ignorance and gullibility absurd.
However, an analysis of Rule 36 may lead to alarming conclusions. This Rule does not permit business cards,
directing listings or seminars, etc. Issuance of circulars, election manifestos with their name, address and
court of practice, legal aid clinics provide contact details of advocates to the consumers who they can approach.
All these are questionable but are not strictly enforceable. In case an advocate orally tells even one person that
he is an advocate, that person has just advertised.In this context, it is submitted that the stated legal position is
erroneous and undue emphasis is seemingly attached on the belief that the practice of law is on a moralistic
high pedestal. It is vehemently and strongly argued that Rule 36 stands in direct con lict with the cherished
constitutional principles and especially as enshrined in Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution of India.
Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution of India reads as: “All Citizens shall have the right to freedom of speech and
expression.” The Supreme Court in Tata Yellow Pages Case extended the protection provided under Article
19(1)(a) to commercial speech i.e. advertising. Advertising is of necessity not only for the advertiser, but also
for the recipient public as it plays an important role in disseminating useful information. Rendering
professional legal services is a business proposition and advertising of such comes within the de inition of
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commercial speech.
This argument is further strengthened by an observation of the Supreme Court of India in Sakal Papers vs.
Union of India wherein, it was held that “The right to freedom of speech cannot be taken away with the object
of placing restrictions on the business of citizen.”
Article 19(2) of the Constitution of India allows the State to impose restrictions on the freedom of speech and
expression in the interests of sovereignty and integrity of the nation, the security of the State, friendly relations
with foreign states, public order, decency or morality or in relation to contempt of court, defamation or
incitement to an oﬀence.
Rule 36 does not satisfy any of the conditions speci ied in Article 19(2) above. Furthermore, it can with no
reasonable interpretation, be claimed that the ban on advertising is serving any social or public purpose; it is
rather doing quite the opposite. Especially, in more complex and raised communities, such restrictions may go
against the interests of public at large as it denies proper and eﬀective guidance in choosing the right type of
legal services that may suit their purpose. The question is how will the people ind their advocate? Whether it
is regarding seeking of divorce, settling of property disputes or redressal of consumer problems or knocking
the door of the criminal courts, any lay person would be in a blind. What shall one do? One may ask others and
pin down on one lawyer since inding a lawyer has generally, always been through word of mouth.
The sole reason on which this ban is sustaining is the perceived nobility of the profession, which is an abstract
standard that is may not be capable of judicial interpretation. Moreover, nobility is certainly not a justi iable
classi ication under the Constitution of India, thus, this restriction must be deemed unconstitutional.
Another aspect is the ban on advertisement by virtue of Rule 36 and its constitutional validity and test of
Article 19(1)(g) i.e. freedom to carry on trade, profession or business. Article 19(1)(g) of the Constitution of
India confers every citizen with the right to choose his own employment or to take up any trade or calling. This
right is impregnated with an implied right for availing all the mechanism and resources including
advertisement for eﬀective carrying of the trade or occupation provided it does not go against the public
interest. Advertisement can go against public interest only when it is immoral or obscene or which is illegal and
against public morality. Any blanket ban on this right would be unreasonable, especially when there is a
specialized statutory body that would examine the content of the advertisement.
Another view of examining this aspect is in the light of the Consumer Protection Act, 1986. A question
circulating in the legal circles is whether profession falls under the category of trade or business, so as to avail
the bene it of the above right of consumers. This has been dealt in numerous judgments where it has been held
that legal services come within the preview of Section 2(1)(g) of the Consumer Protection Act, 1986. It is
settled position of law now that there can be de iciency of service rendered by a lawyer also. The Madras High
Court has also held that in view of Section 3 of the Consumer Protection Act, 1986, consumer redressal forums
have jurisdiction to deal with the claims against advocates. Thus, we may infer that legal services are
becoming subject of trade related laws where consumerism and market forces should be given adequate
space.
Analyzing the totality of arguments for and against the advertisement by advocates, the arguments against
arguments are well founded and are acceptable to a certain limit. The apprehensions are reasonable.
Therefore, giving due regard to these apprehensions, it is desirable that a regulated mechanism be formulated
for advertising. A resolution was passed by the Bar Council of India and was produced before the Hon’ble
Supreme Court, though the resolution has not been yet noti ied and implemented. It is hoped that this
measure shall take care of any malpractice of misrepresentation, deceptiveness and false advertisement that
would aﬀect the society and degrade the nobility of this profession.
Today one can ind a lawyer of their choice at the click of a button as the Bar Council of India has given the
advocates the right to have a website on the internet. The Bar Council of India, the regulatory body watchdog of
the legal profession in India has taken this commendable step to keep pace with the global changes. In today’s
context, global exposure is mandatory and if advocates can advertise their legal pro iciency through websites
their prospects will not only be enhanced but the public at large will bene it.
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Criminal Law
Ill-Eﬀects of Pornography in Society and Ban on Child Pornography
Sneha Kalita
Advocate, Supreme Court of India
One of the most growing concern in today’s cyber world has been its darker side, i.e. the growing rise
of cybercrime activities. One of the biggest challenges being faced by the society at large are the illeﬀects of viewing pornography by teenagers and its explosion which has made children a victim to
the belligerence of paedophiles. The increasing sexual crimes by minors are on the rise and the easy
accessibility to porn websites on the internet has been considered as one of the major reasons
amongst others. Today’s generation lives in the virtual world of technology they are addicted to it.
It is good to be technology savvy, however it technology is also being used as a medium to harm others
or one selves especially the youngsters who get into the trap of such ill-eﬀects and get victimised.
Now a days everybody has internet connections on their mobile phones. There have been many
instances where paedophiles take advantage of innocent children, induce them to watch porn on their
mobile phones and indulge in molestation and sodomization of the child. Once such an incident was
reported in a national newspaper in the year 2015, where a bus driver allegedly molested a school girl
after watching porn in his mobile which he confessed to after interrogation by the police. Such type of
criminal activities is not only limited to adults but also has been seen to be done by youngsters and
teenagers. The reasons are multi-fold, some of which are - easy access to internet connections
available on mobile phones and computers, lack of strict parameters and lack of vigilance in the cyber
world like eﬀective ilter system and lack of strict accountability to intermediaries (which includes
telecom service providers, network service providers, internet service providers, web hosting
service providers, online payment sites, online market place, cyber cafes etc.) are some of the reasons
which indulges the teenagers to be trapped or victimised in such criminal activities which
immeasurably aﬀects their overall behaviour and emotions and also psychologically has a disastrous
impact.
International Scenario:
In the year 1998, USA, enacted a legislation - Children Online Privacy Protection Act to protect the
privacy of children under the age of 13 and imposes certain requirements on operators of websites or
online services directed to children. Again, in the year 2000, the Children’s Internet Protection Act
was enacted to developed the usage of ilter software and to implement internet safety policies and
rules to protect the children from any kind of threats of ill activities in the cyber world.
Indian Scenario: Watching a Pornography Film or its Possession at Home is not an Oﬀence:
The law accepts that obscene content has the tendency to deprave and corrupt the mind of accused
but it does not punish a person who watches the content in a private room or have such articles at
home not for sale or for public display. The Hon’ble High Court of Madras in V. Sundarranjan vs. State
of Tamil Nadu held that if a blue ilm is found in possession of the accused, he cannot be convicted
simply on the ground of possession unless it is further proved that the purpose was for selling or
letting for hire. Further, in Jagdish Chavla vs. State of Rajasthan , the Hon’ble High Court of Rajasthan
held that mere viewing of obscene ilm at home does not amount to an oﬀence under Section 292 of
the Indian Penal Code, 1860 because an oﬀence can be made out only when an obscene article is kept
for sale, distribution, and public exhibition.
Indian Legislation:
Sections 67, 67A and 67B of the Information Technology Act, 2000 prohibit publication or
transmission of any obscene material or sexually explicit act or conduct or any material depicting
children in sexually explicit act in the electronic form and is punishable with imprisonment which
may extend to 7 years with ine which may extend to 10 lakh rupees depending on the oﬀence being
done under these aforesaid sections. Under the Indian Penal Code, 1860, Sections 292 and 293
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prohibit sale, purchase or hire etc. of obscene books and is punishable with imprisonment which may
extend to 7 years with ine which may extend to 5000 rupees. Further Section 354 A(iii) prohibits
showing pornography against will of the woman and is punishable with rigorous imprisonment for a
term which may extend to 3 years or with ine or with both. Under the Protection of Children from
Sexual Oﬀences Act, 2012, Section 13 states that whoever uses child for pornographic purposes in
any form of media (including programme or advertisement telecast by television channels or internet
or any other electronic form or printed form, whether or not such programme or advertisement is
intended for personal use or for distribution), for the purposes of sexual grati ication, shall be
punishable with imprisonment of not less than 5 years and which may extend to 10 years or
imprisonment for life with ine depending on the manner the child was used for pornographic
purposes.
Rule 3 of the Information Technology (Intermediaries Guidelines) Rules, 2011 envisages that the
intermediaries shall observe due diligence while discharging their duties. An important duty cast
upon them is to inform the users of computer resource not to host, display, upload, modify publish,
transmit, update or share any information that is grossly harmful, obscene, pornographic,
paedophilic, ethically objectionable, etc.
The question is whether India has enough legislations to curb this problem or is there a requirement
of some more stringent laws or is it a problem of implementation. Perhaps, a collective eﬀort is
required to be made by all the stakeholders. A more rigorous monitoring system and more severe
penalties on the intermediaries who transmits such data is the need of the hour. The police and other
state machineries have a huge responsibility to catch those culprits who are making ill use of social
media and targeting the vulnerable youth / children and make them victim of the ill-eﬀects of
pornography. Further, there has to be massive awareness campaigns / programmes to be undertaken
by the schools, colleges, government institutions amongst others.
In addition, we, as responsible citizens of our country in our various capacities (be it parents,
teachers, professors, students or public at large) also have an important role to play. We need to
spread more awareness about the laws and rights as mentioned above and be more vigilant of what is
happening with our children and also make them aware about the laws and the legal consequences so
that no one can make anybody victim or be the victim. Therefore, it is urged that if a holistic approach
is taken by all the stakeholders collectively, we shall be able to better protect our children and society
from the ill-eﬀects of pornography.
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Environmental Law
Eﬀorts to Protect and Improve the Environment by the Parliament and Judiciary of India
Justice V. C. Gupta
Former Judge, Allahabad High Court
Environmental pollution now constitutes one of the biggest hazards, not only to human existence but
also to the existence of all the gifts that nature has so kindly bestowed on mankind. Heavy
industrialization and ever-increasing urbanisation have resulted in the problem assuming staggering
proportions.
The 'First International Conference on Human Environment' held at Stockholm was addressed by
Indira Gandhi, the then Prime Minister of India in 1972. She was the irst premier to address the
Conference. The Parliament of India resolved the spirit of the Conference by introducing two vital
articles in the Constitution of India by the Constitution (Forty-Second Amendment) Act, 1976. The
two new articles in the Constitution of India are 48-A and 51-A(g), and are extracted below:“ARTICLE 48A. Protection and improvement of environment and safeguarding of forests and wild
life.-- The State shall endeavour to protect and improve the environment and to safeguard the forests
and wild life of the country.”
“ARTICLE 51A. Fundamental Duties.-- It shall be the duty of every citizen of India--(a) ----------(b) ----------© ----------(d) ----------(e) ----------(f) ----------(g) to protect and improve the natural environment including forests, lakes, rivers, and wild life, and
to have compassion for living creatures;…”
Therefore, whilst one article casts duty on the State, the other article casts a duty on ourselves, the
citizens of India to protect the environment.
India has been a signatory to almost all the international declarations, most of the conventions and
environmental protocols. India also became a signatory to the ‘Convention on Biological Diversity’
and ‘Convention on Climate Change’. As a result of participation in these international conferences
and Conventions, lot of laws and rules have been introduced by the Parliament of India and came into
force to implement the intention behind these international events. Few of them are as under:•
The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1994
•
The Biological Diversity Act, 2002
•
The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981
•
The Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980
•
The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986
•
The Bio-medical (Management and Handling) Rules, 1998
•
The Ozone Depleting Substances (Regulation and Control) Rules, 2000
•
The Batteries (Management and Handling) Rules, 2001
•
The Hazardous Waste (Management, Handling and Transboundary Movements) Rules, 2008
In Virendra Gaur vs. State of Haryana , State of Himanchal Pradesh vs. Ganesh Wood Products , M. C.
Mehta vs. Union Of India , Narmada Bacho Andolan vs. Union of India , Intellectual Forum vs. State of A.
P. , and few other cases, the Apex Court of this Country enshrined and explained the 'Principle of
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Sustainable Development' by striking a balance in between economic developments and
environment protection.
Hon’ble Justice A. R. Lakshmanan in the Intellectual Forum Case held as under:“This Court has often faced situations where the needs of environmental protection have been
pitched against the demands of economic development. In response to this dif iculty, policy makers
and judicial bodies across the world have produced the concept of “sustainable development”. This
concept as de ined in the 1987 report of the World Commission on Environment and Development
(Burndtland Report) it as “Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of the future generation to meet their own needs. Returning to the Stockholm Convention, a
support of such a notion can be founded in paragraph 13.”
It was further observed by the Apex Court that subsequent to the Rio declaration on Environment and
Development, passed during the Earth Summit at 1992, the notion of sustainable development was
adopted. India was also one of the parties in this Summit. The Supreme Court further held that “what
this court should follow is a principle of sustainable development and inds a balance between the
developmental needs which the respondents assert, and the environment degradation.”
In Subhash Kumar vs. State of Bihar , the Apex Court included the right to good health and pollution
free environment within the ambit of Article 21 of the Constitution of India and held that this Article
protects the right to life as a fundamental right, enjoyment of life and its attainment including their
right to life with human dignity. The protection and preservation of environment, ecological balance
free from pollution of air and water, sanitation, etc. is necessary without which the right to life cannot
be enjoyed.
In addition, the Apex Court banned and ordered the demolition of constructions and industries
causing pollution to air and water. Further, the cases aﬀecting environment in the State of Uttar
Pradesh are also of great signi icance. The reference of some of them may be looked into.
In the historic city of Agra, in order to protect the historic monument, the Taj Mahal, in the Taj
Trapezium Case, the Supreme Court directed to either close the industries or shift outside the Taj
Trapezium area or to shift to gas units.
In M. C. Mehta vs. Union of India , the Supreme Court directed to close all tanneries operating without
treatment plants and discharging their untreated ef luent in the river Ganga in Kanpur and nearby
areas.
In Rural Litigation and Entitlement Kendra vs. State of U. P. , the Apex Court held that development
cannot be permitted at the cost of environment. Reiterating the principle of sustainable development,
the Court expressed concern over unregulated exploitation of natural resources. The Court not only
prohibited but also regulated the quarrying of lime mines though the same is required in several
purifying and manufacturing units.
In T. N. Godaverman Thirumulkpad vs. Union of India , the Supreme Court gave the de inition of
'Forest' and restrained the non-forest activities in forest area unless permission from the Central
Government is obtained. The directions were issued to State Governments to ensure cessation of any
such unapproved activity. Thereafter, the Apex Court from time to time issued directions to regulate
the use of forest produce.
The time has come when we, the citizens of India along with people from across the globe, come
together and work to protect and improve the natural environment and natural resources. We shall
also require peaceful and meaningful movement to stop unregulated exploitation of our natural
resources and to preserve them for the next generation.
Unless immediate and urgent steps are taken to put a stop to environmental pollution, a bleak and
terrible future awaits humanity.
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Cosumer Law
Rights of Home-Buyers: A Brief Comparative Study
Nikhil Swami
Advocate, Supreme Court of India
Introduction
A study conducted by the Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India (Assocham) in
2017 found that as of December 2016, the completion of as many as 826 housing projects across the
Country was delayed by an average of 39 months with some projects expected to be delayed by as
many as 44 months. It was stated by the Secretary, Assocham that as many as 95% of these projects
were residential in nature. Most such housing projects are usually funded by investment received in
the form of advance payments from potential home owners, who are usually bound by an agreement
with the builder to make regular payments in terms of a payment schedule so as to facilitate the
construction of the project. The disbursement of the amounts paid, in such cases, are therefore,
towards the creation of an asset in the future and these agreements would typically span several
months to years. In some instances, it has been found that such amounts obtained from the
prospective owners are far greater than amounts loaned to the builder companies, even by banks.
The need therefore arises to safeguard the rights and interests of such prospective home-owners who
invest in such projects. The present article is an endeavor to brie ly present a comparative study of the
rights available to the home-buyer under the Consumer Protection Act, 1986, The Real Estate
(Regulation and Development) Act, 2016 and the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016.
Rights under The Consumer Protection Act, 1986
The Consumer Protection Act, 1986 (CPA) which was passed with a view to safeguard the rights of
consumers and redress their grievances includes home buyers within the ambit of the ‘consumers’ it
seeks to protect. The Supreme Court of India and the consumer fora established under the CPA have
upheld various rights and provided diverse remedies to home buyers, including, (i) protecting the
home buyers against in lation in costs due to delay or default on the part of the builder ; (ii) holding
builders liable to pay compensation for harassment or injury, both mental and physical ; (iii)
providing relief to home buyers, including by directing payment of compensation, in cases where the
builders unilaterally cancelled the construction scheme after allotment ; (iv) permitting associations
of aggrieved home buyers to collectively ile complaints under the CPA ; etc. In short, even though the
CPA does not separately enshrine the rights of a home buyer as a ‘consumer’, the consumer fora have,
through their pronouncements, created various safeguards to protects the rights and interests of
home buyers.
Rights under The Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Act, 2016
The Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Act, 2016 (RERA) was passed as a special enactment
to protect the interest of consumers in the real estate sector and to establish an adjudicating
mechanism for speedy redressal of disputes arising therefrom. While the CPA would be inapplicable
in certain instances where property is purchased for ‘commercial purposes’, RERA would protect the
rights of a purchaser in such cases also and is generally wider in ambit. RERA enshrines several rights
of a home buyer as also the obligations of a promoter including the right of an allottee to approach the
authority under RERA if a promoter fails to complete a project within the speci ied timeline or in
accordance with the speci ications contained in the layout plan or agreement with the allottees; to
have any defects recti ied within a speci ied timeline, etc. Apart from prescribing penalties for
contravention of the provisions thereof by a promoter, RERA also entitles an aggrieved purchaser to
claim compensation from the promoters; claim refund of the amounts remitted by them (in some
cases); or even claim interest for the duration of delay in handing over possession; etc. A promoter is
also made liable to compensate the allottees in case of any loss caused due to defective title of the land.
While RERA comprises provisions barring the jurisdiction of civil courts, it has been held and clari ied
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that RERA would not exclude the jurisdiction of the consumer fora under the CPA though a
complainant would have to elect either of the remedy. In 2017, several key provisions of the RERA
were challenged before various High Courts and the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India transferred all
the pending matters to the Mumbai High Court which by its judgment upheld the validity of RERA.
Rights under The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016
The question as to whether a home buyer was a inancial or operational creditor in terms of the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (Code) was inally settled after the Report of the Insolvency
Law Committee published in March 2018, which resulted irst in the passing of the Insolvency and
Bankruptcy (Amendment) Ordinance on 06.06.2018 and the consequent Insolvency and Bankruptcy
(Amendment) Act on 17.08.2018. The de inition of ‘ inancial debt’ has now been amended to include
“…any amount raised from an allottee under a real estate project…” by deeming this amount as having
the commercial eﬀect of a borrowing. Thus, home buyers have been accorded the status of a inancial
creditor under the Code and they are thereby entitled to the rights available to a inancial creditor,
including, to initiate the corporate insolvency resolution process, being a part of the committee of
creditors (wherein their voting share will be determined by the inancial debt owed to them) etc. The
home buyers may therefore play a vital role in the determination of the adoption of a resolution plan
which would also protect their interests. The Insolvency Law Committee by its report recognized
that resolution plans under the Code must be compliant with applicable laws (such as RERA) so as to
ensure compliance with the provision of Section 30(2)(e) of the Code. It is pertinent to note that
Section 14 of the Code imposes a moratorium upon the commencement of the insolvency resolution
process, on the institution or continuation of proceedings and execution of orders in any court,
tribunal, etc. i.e., upon the commencement of the insolvency resolution process, home buyers would
be unable to have recourse to any other remedy. Therefore, the protection of the rights of home buyers
under the Code is imperative. The Code provides that, in the event that the corporate insolvency
resolution process is not completed within a maximum period of 270 days from its initiation, i.e., a
resolution plan is not approved within the said time frame, the liquidation of the corporate debtor
would be ordered. In the event of liquidation, the home buyers, as inancial creditors, will be entitled
to be paid their dues from the proceeds from the sale of the liquidation assets as per the order of
priority speci ied in terms of Section 53 of the Code.
Conclusion
Increasing judicial scrutiny and the passing of new enactments to protect the rights of the home
buyers who, in many instances, invest their hard-earned life savings in construction projects with a
view to owning a home, are invaluable steps in protecting the rights of the home buyers who are now
protected to a far greater degree than ever before. The CPA and RERA both seek to safeguard the rights
of the home buyers within their respective spheres and even provide for compensation to be paid in
certain cases which may not be the case under the Code. While these remedies would be mutually
exclusive, the cumulative eﬀect of the existence of such safeguards will be to ensure that developers
and promoters will be obligated to fully and duly comply with the terms of their agreements,
complete the projects as per the agreed speci ications and handover possession within the agreed
timeframe and they will be held accountable in the event they fail to do so and this can only enure to
the bene it of home buyers.
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Corporate Law
Discussion on Macquarie Bank Ltd. vs. Shilpi Cable Technologies Ltd.
Ujjal Banerjee
Advocate, Supreme Court of India
India introduced major reforms in commercial bankruptcy laws by enacting the Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code, 2016 (Code). The Code consolidates and amends laws relating to reorganization and insolvency
resolution of corporate persons, partnership irms and individuals and provides a uni ied single legislation
extensively dealing with the insolvency regime in India.
The Hon’ble Supreme Court of India recently in a landmark judgement- Macquarie Bank Ltd. vs. Shilpi Cable
Technologies Ltd. dated 15 December 2017, has implemented the true legislative intent behind the Code and
has enabled the operational creditors, especially the foreign operational creditors, to initiate insolvency
proceedings against their debtors without being restricted by the procedural requirements that are not
mandatory in nature. The Division Bench comprising Hon’ble Justice R. F. Nariman and Hon’ble Justice Navin
Sinha held as under:(a) The iling of the certi icate of a inancial institution under Section 9(3)© of the Code is a procedural
requirement and directory in nature; and
(b) The demand notices issued by the advocates under Section 8 of the Code are valid and in order.
Brief Background and Facts:
To provide a brief background, Section 8 of the Code provides inter alia, that an operational creditor may, on the
occurrence of a default, deliver a demand notice of unpaid operational debt to the corporate debtor in such
form and manner as may be prescribed. Section 9(3)© of the Code envisages that along with an application to
initiate insolvency proceedings under Section 9 of the Code against the corporate debtor, the operational
creditor ‘shall’ ile a certi icate from the inancial institution maintaining accounts of the operational creditor
con irming that there is no payment of an unpaid operational debt by the corporate debtor. The Code states
that this certi icate has to be issued by a inancial institution as de ined under Section 3(14) of the Code which
includes a scheduled bank, a inancial institution as de ined under Section 45-I of the Reserve Bank of India Act,
1934, a public inancial institution as de ined in Section 2(72) of the Companies Act, 2013 and any such other
institution as the Central Government may by noti ication specify as a inancial Institution.
In the Instant case, Macquarie Bank after serving the demand notice under Section 8 of the Code through its
advocate, iled applications under Section 9 of the Code before the relevant National Company Law Tribunal
(NCLT) to initiate insolvency proceedings against Uttam Galva Metallics Limited and Shilpi Cable Technologies
Limited. Macquarie Bank, being a foreign bank and not having an account with any inancial institution as
de ined above, iled its own certi icates under Section 9(3)© of the Code, which re lected that no payment from
the debtors had been received.
NCLT rejected the petition holding that Section 9(3)© of the Code was not complied with, in as much as no
certi icate, as required by the said provision, accompanied the application. It, therefore, held that there being
non-compliance with the mandatory provision of Section 9(3)(c) of the Code, the application had to be
dismissed at the threshold.
In subsequent appeals before the National Company Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT) iled by the parties, the
NCLAT held as under:
(a) That Macquarie Bank was not a inancial institution within the meaning of the Code and thus the certi icate
iled by it was not in terms of the requirement under Section 9(3)© of the Code. The said requirement being
mandatory in nature, an application in absence of the certi icate was not maintainable by Macquarie Bank and
as such deserved to be dismissed; and
(b) That the demand notice had been given by an advocate / lawyer and there was nothing on the record to
suggest that the lawyer was authorised by the appellant / Macquarie Bank. Also, there was nothing on the
record to suggest that the said lawyer / advocate held any position with or in relation to the Appellant /
Macquarie Bank. Therefore, the notice issued by the advocate / lawyer on behalf of the Macquarie Bank could
not be treated as notice under Section 8 of the Code.
Findings of the Supreme Court:
In relation to the requirement of certi icate as envisaged under Section 9(3)© of the Code:
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In the civil appeals against these orders of the NCLAT, the Supreme Court has settled the legal position and has
held that the iling of certi icate under Section 9(3)© of the Code is not a pre-requisite to trigger insolvency
proceedings under the Code. The Court held that the iling of the certi icate under Section 9(3)(c) of the Code is
a procedural requirement and is directory in nature. The Court observed that Section 9(1) of the Code contains
the conditions precedent for triggering the Code in so far as an operational creditor is concerned. The requisite
elements necessary to trigger the Code are:
(I) occurrence of a default;
(ii) delivery of a demand notice of an unpaid operational debt or invoice demanding payment of the amount
involved; and
(iii) the fact that the operational creditor has not received payment from the corporate debtor within a period
of 10 days of receipt of the demand notice or copy of invoice demanding payment, or received a reply from the
corporate debtor indicating the existence of a pre-existing dispute or repayment of the unpaid operational
debt.
It is only when these conditions are met that an application may then be iled under Section 9(2) of the Code in
the prescribed manner, accompanied with such fee as has been prescribed. Under Section 9(3) of the Code, it is
clear is that, along with the application, certain other information is also to be furnished. The Court after
interpreting clause (c) of Section 9(3) observed that it was quite clear that a copy of the certi icate from the
inancial institution maintaining accounts of the operational creditor con irming that there was no payment of
the unpaid operational debt by the corporate debtor was not a condition precedent to trigger the insolvency
process under the Code. The expression “con irming” made it clear that it was only a piece of evidence, albeit an
important piece of evidence, which only “con irmed” that there was no payment of the unpaid operational
debt.
The Court in relation to Section 3(14) of the Code, observed that a foreign supplier or assignee of such supplier
may have a foreign banker who is not within Section 3(14) of the Code. Such foreign supplier is an operational
creditor is established from a reading of the de inition of “person” contained in Section 3(23) of the Code, as
including persons resident outside India, together with the de inition of “operational creditor” contained in
Section 5(20) of the Code, which in turn is de ined as “a person to whom an operational debt is owed and
includes any person to whom such debt has been legally assigned or transferred”. The Court observed that the
Code cannot be construed in a discriminatory fashion so as to include only those operational creditors who are
residents outside India and happen to bank with inancial institutions which may be included under Section
3(14) of the Code.
In relation to issuance of demand notice under Section 8 of the Code by an advocate:
The Court noticed that Section 8 of the Code speaks of an operational creditor delivering a demand notice. The
Court observed that if the legislature wished to restrict such demand notice being sent by the operational
creditor himself, the expression used would perhaps have been “issued” and not “delivered”. Delivery,
therefore, implied that such notice could be made by an authorised agent or an advocate.
The Court also relied on Section 30 of the Advocates Act, 1961, which deals with the fundamental right under
Article 19(1)(g) of the Constitution to practice one's profession. The Court observed that the use of the
expression / word 'practice' in Section 30 of the Advocates Act was an expression of extremely wide import,
and included within its ambit all preparatory steps leading to the iling of an application before a tribunal,
including issuance of a demand notice under Section 8 of the Code on behalf of the operational creditor. The
Court, therefore, held that a notice sent on behalf of an operational creditor by a lawyer was valid and in order.
Conclusion
This judgment, is thus, a huge respite especially for the foreign operational creditors who do not have an
account with a inancial institution within the meaning of the Code, as now they are not restricted by the said
requirement to initiate insolvency proceedings under the Code. Also, this judgment comes as a great relief to
lawyers who can now fully represent their clients from the very inception and can issue demand notices on
their behalf which was earlier not permitted.
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Criminal Law
Section 149 of Indian Penal Code, 1860: Need to Revisit
Sushil Kumar Jain
Senior Advocate, Supreme Court of India
Since Section 34 and Section 149 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 (IPC) have become one of the most
applied Sections by the prosecuting agencies, so much so its application has become more technical
and mechanical then substantive. The sections being part of the Indian Penal Code are not procedural
but are being used to convict and to sentence large number of people; who may sometime be the
entire family community or the village. They are also handed out sentence which may include death,
life or a sentence of 10 Years. The number of convictions using the said sections has increased
alarmingly which calls for judicial attention to determine its very scope. Was Section 149 intended to
be used in the manner it has now come to be used. It is time to pause and look back.
Consider the history of the Penal Code, particularly with regard to the enactment of Section 149,
which was inserted in the IPC to suppress the irst Independence movement 1857. While
incorporating Chapter VII relating to public tranquility in the irst draft Penal Code for India
commonly called as Macaulay Code. Initially there was no provision corresponding to the present
section 149 IPC in the original draft Penal Code. In Appendix A to the report of the First preindependence Law Commission of India, there is no discussion with regard to the chapter relating to
‘Public Tranquillity’. As per clause 133 of the draft Penal Code, the maximum sentence suggested for
public tranquility, even in case of murder taking place during any riotous assembly, was up to 5 years
or ine or both. Clause 133 of draft Penal Code reads:
“133. If murder be committed by any rioter, while committing the oﬀence of rioting, every other
person who, at the time of the committing of the murder, is committing the oﬀence of rioting as a
member of the same riotous assembly, shall be punished with imprisonment of 5 years, or ine, or
both.”
In the second Indian law commissioners’ report there seems to be no change in clause 133 of the draft
Penal Code while introducing Criminal Procedures Bills, which included chapter with ‘Public
Tranquillity’ Mr. Peacock made the following speech in Legislative Council on 24th Jan 1857:“Throughout this whole chapter of oﬀences against the Public Tranquility, matters are carried with a
high and determined hand. And it is necessary that they should be so, for the number of unlawful
assemblies, “riots” and “aﬀrays” that are occurring constantly throughout the country, is very great.
But for all that, it is impossible for any Government to recognize the right of looking after their own
interests, after their own fashion, which is daily asserted by individuals. Public policy demands that
such breaches of the peace should be put down, at whatever price, and it is right that they should be
severely dealt with. If they are so dealt with, however, the duty of the Government to make proper
arrangements for keeping the peace becomes more imperative than ever; and that such
arrangements have yet been eﬀectually made, no one will venture to assert.”
The aforesaid statement of Mr. Peacock clearly indicates that provisions with regard to Public
Tranquility were incorporated with the sole object to protect British Government. The underlined
portion of the aforesaid statement also indicates that the provision like section 149 was intentionally
enacted with sole object to suppress the freedom movement which prevailed throughout the country
with a high and determined mind. During the period between 1858 and 1947 Section 149 was
mechanically applied to suppress the freedom struggle. On 26th January 1950, the Constitution of
India came into force and along with it came Article 14, 19 and 21 which guaranteed the ‘fundamental
rights’ of equality, right to freedoms and the rights to life in the Constitution. In Maneka Gandhi v.
Union of India a seven-judge bench of the Hon’ble Supreme Court has held that a statute which
merely prescribes same kind of procedure for depriving a person of his life personal liberty cannot
ever meet the requirement of Article 21, wherein J. Bhagwati observed “Principally the concept of
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reasonableness has must be protected in the procedure contemplated by Article 21, having regards to
the impact of Article 14 on that article”. In Sunil Batra v. Delhi Administration while dealing with the
question as to whether a person awaiting death sentence can be kept in solitary con inement, Krishna
lyer, J. said that though our Constitution did not have a “due process” clause as in the American
Constitution, the same consequence ensued after the decisions in the R.C. Cooper v. Union of India :
“For what is punitively outrageous, scandalizingly unusual or cruel and rehabilitatively counterproductive, is unarguably unreasonable and arbitrary and is shot down by Articles 14 and 19 and if
in licted with procedural unfairness, falls foul of Article 21....”
Desai, J. observed in the same case that:
“The word ‘law’ in the expression ‘procedure established by law’ in Article 21 has been interpreted to
mean in Maneka Gandhi case [(1978) 1 SCC 248 : AIR 1978 SC 597 : (1978) 2 SCR 621] that the law
must be right, just and fair, and not arbitrary, fanciful or oppressive. Otherwise it would be no
procedure at all and the requirement of Article 21 would not be satis ied. If it is arbitrary it would be
violative of Article 14....”
In Bachan Singh v. State of Punjab , which upheld the Constitutional validity of the death penalty,
Sarkaria, J., speaking for the majority, said that if Article 21 is understood in accordance with the
interpretation put upon it in Maneka Gandhi, it will read to say that:
“No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to fair, just and reasonable
procedure established by valid law.”
After attaining freedom and enactment of Constitution of India the Constitutional Validity of the law
like Section 149, which was enacted to suppress the freedom movement needed to be considered as
being violative of Article 14, 19 and 21 of the Constitution of India. Section 149 not only eﬀects life and
liberty to the extent of being sentenced to life imprisonment and death sentence on account of mere
presence or the knowledge that some member of assembly was in possession of arms and was likely
to commit oﬀence. In Mithu v. State of Punjab the Hon’ble Apex Court has struck down section 303 IPC
as unreasonable the same being the violative of Article 14, 19 and 21 of the Constitution. The validity
of Section 149 to the best of my knowledge has never been tested or considered by Hon’ble Supreme
Court even after 70 years of independence.
While enacting Section 149 IPC the then legislature did not consider peculiar Indian village habits.
It is well known fact that large number of citizens and particularly villagers are falsely implicated with
the help of Sec 149 IPC and sentenced imprisonment for life merely because of their presence or
abuses given by them. Sometimes names of innocent persons are included only because they
happened to be present for various innocuous reasons. In our village life, most of the
villagers/farmers carry, Lathi, Farsi, Axe etc. as agricultural equipment or tools in their hands in their
day to day life. Most of the villagers and illiterate persons, in case of any small quarrel or exchange of
abuses among anyone either known or unknown, have tendency to stop and watch as a passer-by.
Local dialect in village life most of the time includes ilthy language without any intention to hurt
anyone. On account of aforesaid habits also villagers suﬀer prosecution and convictions in serious
criminal matters like murder with the help of Section 149 I.P.C and are undergoing life imprisonments
and are even awarded with death sentence. While interpreting Section 149 IPC, the Hon’ble Supreme
Court in some of the cases has taken a liberal view and in some cases a very technical view. This has
resulted in large number of con licting judgments.
Law commission of India in its 42nd report by considering 38 IPC did not recommend amendment in
section 149 IPC.
The Law Commission in the 42nd Report, para 8.14 without considering (i) the History and object
behind section 149 of the Penal Code (ii) scheme of oﬀences against public tranquillity as interpreted
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in most of the judgments and particularly in judgement of Masalti vs State of U.P (iii) the scheme of
Chapter “oﬀences against the Public Tranquillity” and (iv) that courts while considering conviction
under section 149 IPC have rarely used and considered Section 38 of I.P.C gave its report. The Law
Commission in its 42nd report has not recommended any amendment in Section 149 simply because
in their opinion the Hon’ble Supreme Court has in its judgment while interpreting Section 149
incorporated principles laid down u/s 38 of IPC.
The Law Commission in its 42nd Report in Para 8.15 has not recommended any amendment in
Section 149 IPC by observing;
“8.15 Section 149 - Section 149, which imposes vicarious liability on every member of an assembly for
certain oﬀences committed by any member, consists if two parts. The irst part deals with an oﬀence
committed by a member in prosecution of the common object of the assembly, while the second is
concerned with an oﬀence known to be likely to be committed in prosecution of that object.
In the irst part, the oﬀence is one which has already been agreed upon and is necessarily involved in
the common object. The second part relates to oﬀences not expressly agreed upon but known to be
likely to be committed in accomplishing the common object. The dichotomy is in line with the scheme
of the Code, which throughout mention speci ically cases of intention, and then deals with knowledge,
for example, see the various clauses of Section 299. This is also convenient in practice, because those
who have to administer the law could place the case in the proper compartment. Therefore, through
there may be theoretical objections to the existing wording, we do not consider an amendment to be
necessary.
Where a major oﬀence is committed by one member of an unlawful assembly, but the common object
of the assembly extends only to a lesser oﬀence can the other members of the assembly be convicted
of that lesser oﬀence, by virtue of Section 149? The questing usually arises in rioting cases where one
member of the assembly causes death of the victim, while its common object was only to cause him
grievous hurt. There used to be a controversy on the subject but now, the Supreme Court has held that
a conviction for the lesser oﬀence is permissible. The principle of Section 38 has been made
applicable to Section 149. No amendment, is therefore, required to clarify this point.”
The aforesaid recommendation by the Law Commission cannot be appreciated as section 38 IPC has
not been referred in any of the judgments of the Hon’ble Supreme Court. However, the Hon’ble
Supreme Court without giving any speci ic reference to Section 38 has in number of judgments has
taken view on the lines of Section 38 of the IPC. The intention of the said section can be drawn out from
the illustration of the same which is read as under:
“38. Persons concerned in criminal act may be guilty of diﬀerent oﬀences.—Where several persons
are engaged or concerned in the commission of a criminal act, they may be guilty of diﬀerent oﬀences
by means of that act.
Illustration A attacks Z under such circumstances of grave provocation that his killing of Z would be
only culpable homicide not amounting to murder. B, having ill-will towards Z and intending to kill
him, and not having been subject to the provocation, assists A in killing Z. Here, though A and B are
both engaged in causing Z’s death, B is guilty of murder, and A is guilty only of culpable homicide.”
The aforesaid observation has been made by the Law Commission placing reliance on the judgment of
Shambhu Nath Singh v. State of Bihar AIR 1960 SC 725.
To conclude it can be better said that the non-use of a positive section like section 38, which culls out
the very basic intention behind the criminal jurisprudence in a country like India, wherein no
innocent person should be sent to serve sentence for an oﬀence which the person has not committed,
if the same was committed in his presence and even, if, the said person is part of the party to
committed the grievous of the oﬀence in the said Act, has resulted in injustice to the persons who by
virtue of Section 38 would be liable to deserve a lesser quantum of punishment due to their limited or
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no role in the ultimate act done.
Conviction U/s 149 - Scheme of chapter VIII and Section 38 IPC.
Chapter VIII of IPC contains provisions against the Public Tranquillity and comprises of sections 141
to 149. The aforesaid sections constitute a scheme and have to be read with Section 38 IPC to
appreciate the category of cases that would be covered by the respective sections.
Section 141 of the code de ines “unlawful assembly” while section 142 de ines “members of an
unlawful assembly” and section 142 provides punishment for being a member of such an unlawful
assembly. The said sections provide as under:“141. Unlawful assembly.—An assembly of ive or more persons is designated an “unlawful
assembly”, if the common object of the persons composing that assembly is—
First.—To overawe by criminal force, or show of criminal force, the Central or any State Government
or Parliament or the Legislature of any State], or any public servant in the exercise of the lawful power
of such public servant; or
Second.—To resist the execution of any law, or of any legal process; or
Third.—To commit any mischief or criminal trespass, or other oﬀence; or
Fourth.—By means of criminal force, or show of criminal force, to any person, to take or obtain
possession of any property, or to deprive any person of the enjoyment of a right of way, or of the use of
water or other incorporeal right of which he is in possession or enjoyment, or to enforce any right or
supposed right; or
Fifth.—By means of criminal force, or show of criminal force, to compel any person to do what he is
not legally bound to do, or to omit to do what he is legally entitled to do. Explanation.—An assembly
which was not unlawful when it assembled, may subsequently become an unlawful assembly.
142. Being member of unlawful assembly.—Whoever, being aware of facts which render any
assembly an unlawful assembly, intentionally joins that assembly, or continues in it, is said to be a
member of an unlawful assembly.
143. Punishment.—Whoever is a member of an unlawful assembly, shall be punished with
imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to six months, or with ine, or with
both.
Thus Sections 141, 142 and 143 deal with and provide for a punishment for merely being a member of
an unlawful assembly which necessitates a prior “common object” to commit any mischief or criminal
trespass, or other oﬀence.
Sections 144 and 145 thereafter are species of unlawful assembly that are of a higher degree than
merely being part of an unlawful assembly. Section 144 applies to persons who join or are part of
unlawful assembly and are armed with any deadly weapon or anything if used as a weapon of oﬀence
is likely to cause death. Section 145 applies to cases where the members of an unlawful assembly are
asked, in a manner prescribed to disperse and such command is ignored. Both the said oﬀences are:
144. Joining unlawful assembly armed with deadly weapon.—Whoever, being armed with any deadly
weapon, or with anything which, used as a weapon of oﬀence, is likely to cause death, is a member of
an unlawful assembly, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which
may extend to two years, or with ine, or with both.
145. Joining or continuing in unlawful assembly, knowing it has been commanded to
disperse.—Whoever joins or continues in an unlawful assembly, knowing that such unlawful
assembly has been commanded in the manner prescribed by law to disperse, shall be punished with
imprisonment of either description for a term which may extent to two years, or with ine, or with
both. Thereafter section 146 to 148 deals with cases of Rioting. Section 146 and 147 de ines rioting
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and the punishment thereof. Section 148 deals with rioting with deadly weapons. The said sections
provide as under:146. Rioting.—Whenever force or violence is used by an unlawful assembly, or by any member
thereof, in prosecution of the common object of such assembly, every member of such assembly is
guilty of the oﬀence of rioting.
147. Punishment for rioting.—Whoever is guilty of rioting, shall be punished with imprisonment of
either description for a term which may extend to two years, or with ine, or with both.
148. Rioting, armed with deadly weapon.—Whoever is guilty of rioting, being armed with a deadly
weapon or with anything which, used as a weapon of oﬀence, is likely to cause death, shall be
punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to three years, or with
ine, or with both.
Therefore, upon a reading of Section 146 and 147 along with Section 141, it would be clear that
without the use of weapons and only by the use of force or violence, a person would be punishable
under Sections 146 and 147, i.e. for causing rioting. It would be evident from the language of section
146, that the said section also imposes vicarious liability on every person of the assembly if force or
violence is used by any member of such assembly. If however such force or violence is cause armed
with deadly weapons, such of the persons of the assembly armed with deadly weapons would be
punishable under section 148.
In other words:(I) Where the unlawful assembly does not result in violence, members can be punished under section
143 for a period of six months,
(ii) Where however force or violence is used (without deadly weapons), then the punishment would
be under section 146 and 147 for a period of two years.
(iii) In cases of unlawful assembly causes rioting with deadly weapons, then those persons of such
unlawful assembly are armed with deadly weapons can be charged with and punished under section
148.
Thereafter section 149 creates a vicarious liability of members of the unlawful in respect of that
oﬀence which is committed by any member of such assembly. The said section provides thus:149. Every member of unlawful assembly guilty of oﬀence committed in prosecution of common
object.—If an oﬀence is committed by any member of an unlawful assembly in prosecution of the
common object of that assembly, or such as the members of that assembly knew to be likely to be
committed in prosecution of that object, every person who, at the time of the committing of that
oﬀence, is a member of the same assembly, is guilty of that oﬀence
There are two parts of section 149, i.e.:(I) If an oﬀence is committed by any member of an unlawful assembly in prosecution of the common
object of that assembly, … … every person who, at the time of the committing of that oﬀence, is a
member of the same assembly, is guilty of that oﬀence
(ii) If an oﬀence is committed by any member of an unlawful assembly, … … such as the members of
that assembly knew to be likely to be committed in prosecution of that object, every person who, at
the time of the committing of that oﬀence, is a member of the same assembly, is guilty of that oﬀence
A comparison of the ingredients of part (i) of section 149 (aforesaid) is the same as the ingredients of
Rioting as de ined under section 146. The same can be seen from the following chart:Ingredients of section 149 Ingredients of section 146
If an oﬀence is committed Whenever force or violence is used
by any member of an unlawful assembly by an unlawful assembly, or by any member thereof
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in prosecution of the common object of that assembly
in prosecution of the common object of
such assembly
Thus, in case the unlawful assembly commits an oﬀence (by use of force or violence) without a deadly
weapon, he would be guilty of oﬀence under section 146 and punishable under section 147. In case a
person who is a member of the unlawful assembly and is part of an unlawful assembly i.e. acting in
with a common object is also carrying a deadly weapon then in such situation that person would be
guilty of oﬀence under section 148. Thus “presence” of a person with the unlawful assembly would
attract section 146 and 147, whereas presence of a person with a deadly weapon would attract
section 148. In my view to apply the irst part of section 149, something more than mere presence or
presence with a weapon would be necessary. Thus, it must be shown that the person was not only
present but had also participated in commission of that oﬀence. Therefore, any person who is a part of
an unlawful assembly and guilty of rioting with a deadly weapon cannot be convicted U/s 149 unless
there is a further overt act on his part so as to make him party to that oﬀence (i.e. under section 302
IPC or other sections). Any other interpretation of section 149 would make the provision in con lict
with section 146 or section 148. In this regard this Hon’ble Court in Baladin v. State of U.P. has held;
20. It is manifest that the irst three grounds do not make out a case for special leave but we think that
the fourth ground does. It is well settled that mere presence in an assembly does not make such a
person a member of an unlawful assembly unless it is shown that he had done something or omitted
to do something which would make him a member of an unlawful assembly, or unless the case falls
under Section 142 Indian Penal Code. …
… If members of the family of the appellants and other residents of the village assembled, all such
persons could not be condemned ipso facto as being members of that unlawful assembly. It was
necessary therefore for the prosecution to lead evidence pointing to the conclusion that all the
appellants before us had done or been committing some overt act in prosecution of the common
object of the unlawful assembly. The evidence as recorded is in general terms to the eﬀect that all
these persons and many more were the miscreants and were armed with deadly weapons, like guns,
spears, pharsas, axes, lathis, etc. This kind of omnibus evidence naturally has to be very closely
scrutinised in order to eliminate all chances of false or mistaken implication. …
The Hon’ble Supreme Court in the case of Masalti vs State of U.P. seems to have taken the very
technical view on account of serious and gruesome nature of incidence and in peculiar facts of that
case without considering the scheme of chapter being “the oﬀence against Public Tranquility” or
section 38 IPC. The said judgment should therefore be treated to have been decided on its peculiar
facts.
The said judgment in Masalti’s Case having been a judgment rendered by four Hon’ble Judges of the
Hon’ble Apex Court is treated as a binding decision. Today, Section 149 is interpreted as if any person
is part of assembly having more than ive members out of which one is armed with any agricultural
equipment like, Lathi, Farsi, Axe, the court presumes the knowledge and convict the citizen
particularly every villager simply by invoking Section 149 IPC and sentences them to imprisonment
for life. The author has dealt with several such cases where accused was not even present inside the
house where incident took place but came subsequently was merely making noise outside the house,
but was convicted using the aid of Section 149 of IPC, and for one or two injuries said to be fatal caused
by other accused persons. The persons are convicted and sentenced for serving imprisonment for life.
There are cases where courts after 10 years have exercised powers under section 319 Cr. P.C. for
summoning the persons as accused convicted the villagers by invoking Section 149 of IPC just
because they were present at the site of incident, despite the fact that the convicted villagers were not
even related to any of the parties i.e. complainant or deceased, and were only present out of anxiety of
being a fellow villager. In my view laid down in Baladin (supra) is based on proper appreciation of the
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scheme or else section 149 would become onerous and harsh.
For attracting the second part of section 149 it must be shown that the members of the assembly
knew that the oﬀence committed is likely to be committed in prosecution of the common objective.
For applying second part of section 149, knowledge of the accused must be cogently established. That
knowledge cannot be merely presumed on account of the presence of others who may be armed with
deadly weapons.
In such situation, Section 38 IPC also mandates that where several persons are engaged in
commission of an oﬀence, they may be guilty of diﬀerent oﬀences by means of that act. Thus,
depending on gravity of the act committed by the speci ic accused who may be part of an unlawful
assembly, they may be held guilty of diﬀerence oﬀences i.e. under either section 146 and 147 (if they
are not armed with deadly weapons) or section 148 (if they are armed with deadly weapons).
In addition, and in the alternative to the aforesaid, as the nature of provisions are penal and in view of
Article 21 of the Constitution of India that when the same act of a person would be punishable with a
higher as well as a lower punishment, then the courts lean in favour of the lesser oﬀence and punish
the person with a lighter punishment. Thus if a person is being convicted for oﬀence with the aid of
section 149 and being punished to a harsher punishment then the person can be punished under
section 146/147 or section 148 and punished with a lesser oﬀence.
That excessive use of section 149 even where the same is not otherwise justi ied the imprisonment
for life will be disproportionate and lead to arbitrariness, unreasonableness which would also aﬀect
right of life and liberty protected under Article 21 of the Constitution of India.
In my view that reading Section 149 IPC in isolation of other provisions has inter alia resulted in;
I) Punishing the persons who may be villagers or just bystanders only on account of their presence
and treated as part of a group even if they have not committed any overt act.
ii) Presence in an assembly in which some persons were armed with deadly weapons without any
knowledge that the person has any intention to cause any oﬀence.
iii) The object of the assembly may have been only to cause injury but the person, who was armed,
exceeds the objective. A person who is a part of an assembly on account of use of arms by another
exceeding the object of assembly has no chance or time to retreat or dissociate from assembly.
The aforesaid eventualities are separately punishable for minor oﬀences mentioned in Section 142,
143, 144, 146, 147 and 148 IPC and therefore punishing all members of the unlawful assembly with a
higher and a harsher punishment read with section 149 would not be justi ied. In such a situation, the
punishment would become too excessive, harsh and would not satisfy the requirements of Article 14,
19 and 21 of the Constitution of India.
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SCAORA Executive Committee’s Meeting with the Hon’ble
President of India at Rashtrapati Bhawan

Standing L to R: Aldanish Rein (Member), Devvrat (Member), Sanjay Kumar Visen (Treasurer),
Snehashish Mukherjee (Secretary), Vivek Narayan Sharma (Jt. Secretary), Shivaji M Jadhav (President),
His Excellency The President of India Shri Ram Nath Kovind,
Prashant Kumar (Vice President), Nikhil Jain (Jt. Treasurer), Rashmi Malhotra (Member)
Savita Singh (Member), Rashmi Singh (Member), Anupam Mishra (Member)
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